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Executive Summary

The great appeal of the Internet is its ubiquity.  However, as a globally interconnected network it presents unique 
technological challenges.  Internet traffic must traverse many unpredictable paths to reach worldwide destinations.
Crossing multiple points of exchange,  data packets frequently experience congestion and delay.  Service-impacting 
failures and degradation are common to the Internet, preventing its widespread adoption for a number of business-
critical uses. 

So, is a seamless Internet experience truly possible?

User demand to utilize IP for  business critical applications is driving development of innovative route optimization solutions.
Still emerging as a market offering,  these solutions are based on a wide variety of technologies and protocols. However,
some continue to suffer serious drawbacks as potential vehicles for the delivery of dynamic, content-rich, or streaming data. 

OptimizedIP is an innovative high-performance solution for Internet access available through Arbinet’s data on 
thexchangeSM. OptimizedIP  uses proprietary route optimization technology to create proactive and unprecedented 
internetwork performance and quality stabilization across a liquid supply of local and global Internet Service Providers
at an Internet exchange point.  

Members buy and sell OptimizedIP in the data on thexchange electronic marketplace by placing anonymous bid (buy)
and ask (sell) orders for ASN’s and the prefixes controlled by them.  These bid and ask orders explain what Members wish
to trade and at what price.   A profile of each Seller shows the type of Seller (e.g. Tier-1, international ISP, or regional
broadband ISP), number of routes announced, and its quality information.

By measuring the Internet performance (e.g. packet loss, latency, and jitter) through each Seller, OptimizedIP creates
the optimal buyer path to any destination on the Internet.  This white paper examines how OptimizedIP is establishing
new quality reference standards and delivering industry-best results for high-speed Internet end-to-end
performance.

Phase 1: The Birth of Standard Internet Service

In 1991, the Internet made its commercial debut. Heralded as an exciting new medium for global communications, 
it was comprised of several independent, but interconnected networks.  Each of these networks was joined together
through distinct, but apparently seamless, points of exchange. 
Despite appearing as a single, unified system, the Internet was actually a dynamic and unpredictable structure of 
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transport.  Global IP backbones suffered frequent disruption with data packets encountering latency, packet loss, 
and jitter. Standard Internet service was based on best-effort delivery, making it too unstable to effectively deliver 
certain types of communications traffic.  

Between 1991 and 1999, the Internet’s global base of subscribers grew from a few thousand to over 300 million.  
This growth created a dramatic increase in traffic load and intensified the challenges of network congestion 
and slowdown. Soon business and e-commerce users would attempt to drive more complex data across the Internet,
making increased latency – the time it takes for a packet to travel to its destination and send an acknowledgement to
the sender – a major issue of concern.

Because of the unpredictability of IP traffic flow, the Internet was traditionally considered incapable of supporting 
business-critical data. Without proactive traffic management to optimize routing, performance guarantees and end-to-
end Quality of Service could not be assured. However, with the widespread commercial appeal of IP, network engineers 
continued to explore new ways to optimize traffic delivery. 

Latency Latency is the average delay, in milliseconds (ms), that accumulates as information travels through 

a network.  Sources of latency include delay in propagation, transmission, processing, and rotation.*

Packet Loss Packet loss is the percentage of packets sent through a network that was lost in transmission. Packet 

loss indicates network congestion.**

Jitter Jitter is the variability of latency, in ms, for different packets traveling through a network.*

* Newton’s Telecom Dictionary, abridged definition.

** www.routo.net/glossary4.php, abridged definition.

Phase 2: Performance through BGP

BGP and the Reachability of Networks 

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is utilized to exchange network reachability information with other Autonomous Systems
(AS) in a meshed Internet environment. The network reachability information includes information on the list of ASs that
reachability information traverses to a specific network. However, by design, it hides details relating to topology and
performance of the announcing Autonomous System (ISP or Enterprise). BGP is necessary for establishing 
the reachability of networks, but is designed to select the shortest AS path, i.e. the least number of AS hops between
network nodes. The protocol fails to factor in the effects of packet loss, latency, jitter and available bandwidth.  Though
BGP offers a measure of stability and scalability, it was not designed with end-to-end performance as 
a consideration. It lacks the means  to measure, communicate, or respond to any network issues other than outright 
failures. Thus, it cannot by itself deliver the highest levels of performance. 
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Phase 3: IP Users Seek Better Performance 

Growing Industry Demand

Content aggregators, ISPs, e-commerce businesses, and enterprises are key drivers of growing demand for cost-
effective, high-performance IP.  Each has a vested commercial interest in ensuring service integrity to the end user. 

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) – Performing on Service Level Agreements (SLAs)

ISPs are increasingly being called upon to provide performance guarantees to their customers, including SLAs for latency,

Quality of Service, availability, and drop rate. To remain commercially competitive, providers must often agree to pay

financial penalties if they fail to meet contractual service commitments. ISPs rely on optimized access to provide 

guaranteed IP performance. Traditional "on-net" SLAs do not meet the needs of an ISP’s customers.

Gaming Providers – User Participation 

Forrester Research predicts dramatic growth in several areas of the gaming sector. Subscription-based Massively Multiplayer

Online Role Playing Games (aka MMORPGs), for example, are "projected to hit $1 billion in sales by 2005, growing at over

58% annually."1

Gaming providers must ensure reliable online services to meet the expectations of their customers. Network congestion,

latency, and packet loss, even at low levels, have serious adverse effects on the gaming experience. Performance issues

negatively impact user participation levels and destabilize a provider’s revenue stream. 

E-commerce – Transaction Response Time & Success Rates

E-commerce operations depend on quick data transfer and processing to ensure the profitability of their online businesses.

Lost or delayed data packets and service degradation can disrupt the success or speed of a web transaction, 

negatively affecting consumer experience, and diminishing customer loyalty.  

Content Providers – Seamless Service Delivery

Content providers need high-performance capabilities to transact content-rich data.  Online newspapers, multi-media 

outlets, magazines, research houses, webcast venues, and other providers charge subscription fees to access their sites.  

As a paid service, customers have high expectations for consistent, instantaneous and seamless delivery. 

Enterprises – Mission-Critical Content and Applications

A recent Yankee Group study indicated that a Fortune 500 corporation spends $10-$50M annually on network bandwidth.2

Enterprise customers have turned to multi-homing and/or implementation of high-performance IP networking to support

mission critical applications.  Business process innovation and technological efficiency dominate the current enterprise

landscape. Companies are placing greater emphasis on IP redundancy and Quality of Service to help support business-

critical applications such as online trading, CRM, Voice over IP (VoIP), video-conferencing, and streaming audio/video.  
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Route Optimization: A Fragmented Marketplace

As route optimization solutions evolve in the marketplace, providers and businesses continue to evaluate the best path
for obtaining performance-optimized Internet access.  

Multi-Homing

ISPs, and later enterprise customers, began to choose multi-homed interconnection to different ISPs to enhance service

reach, and diversification and redundancy. This approach offered two distinct advantages: the cost benefits of increased

competition between ISPs and the ability to guarantee extremely high performance. However, multi-homing creates 

additional management complexity and increases technical demand on in-house staff. Additionally, expensive leased 

facilities were often needed to reach diversely located ISPs, and inefficient use of (e.g. poor ability to load-balance) these

links led to higher unit costs.

CPE-Based Optimization

Several BGP-based and DNS route optimizers have been developed to assist multi-homed organizations improve the 

performance of their ISP connections. However, these devices have a major drawback. They only improve user experience

if one ISP network is performing significantly better than the others.   Additional investment in equipment and BGP-savvy

resources add to the complexity in customer network operations, as well as cost.

Content Distribution Networks (CDNs)

Content Distribution Networks focus on optimizing performance by distributing content across globally dispersed web

servers. This is useful for improving the transfer of static content, based on creating multiple points of access to shorten

travel distance to end users. CDNs, however, operate only as a caching solution and do not offer performance benefits for

dynamic content such as VoIP, real-time data or video.  

Purchasing Access to High-Performance

High performance solutions for Internet access have also begun to emerge. While they offer optimized routing to support

reliable IP services, they can also suffer critical drawbacks including:

> A provider’s BGP routing solution may not incorporate true measured performance

> The Buyer may be locked into non-competitive pricing and inflexible term commitments

> The Seller may leverage supply from a limited pool of carriers

Phase 4: Next Generation in Quality-Optimized IP

OptimizedIPSM is the highest performance option for Internet access and is offered by Arbinet, the world’s largest 
electronic marketplace for communications trading. This proprietary solution creates a single, centralized connection for
the purchase of quality-optimized Internet access based on true measured performance.  A Buyer’s traffic is driven by 
a proprietary route optimization application that determines Internet traffic distribution to participating Sellers with
optimized quality within a Buyer’s pricing criteria.  The measurements are made globally, and the results are applicable
to all Buyers. Each Buyer, however, may have unique needs and pricing considerations, and OptimizedIP offers 
the ability to match measured performance against these needs.  
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The Critical Difference: Stabilized Internet Performance

Through the Quality Matrix, OptimizedIP offers the unique ability to stabilize Internet performance across a liquid 
supply of local and global ISP Sellers.  These Sellers include large Tier-1 networks, as well as International ISPs and
regional broadband ISPs.  Each participating Member’s IP prefixes are performance tested and assigned a quality score.
Peaks and valleys in latency and packet loss for each carrier effectively "cancel" each other out as performance is 
optimized in the compilation of the quality matrix. Produced on a continuous cycle, the matrix is dynamically generated
from the highest performing paths per prefix.

Quality Testing System 

There is no standard way to quality test a network or the Internet as a whole. OptimizedIP uses an  innovative Quality
Testing System that provides actual measurements gathered every hour.  Dispatching and collecting "probe"  packets,
the system collects performance statistics on the prefixes announced by Members of thexchange. Probes test for 
latency, BGP stability, packet loss, and jitter. Other network considerations, such as bandwidth, localized path 
diversity, and path symmetry are considered by the system as well. 

Measuring Performance on Proximal Systems

The Quality Testing System collects data from specially selected systems that are representative of performance for each
of the end-points of the Internet. By choosing representative measurement end-points which are topologically close to
the set of hosts in each prefix, the measurements are accurate, while the total number of testing points is reduced from
around 1-2 billion down to a much smaller manageable number, while maintaining a statistically negligible deviation
from actual observations of each Internet host. 
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This makes it possible to re-test more often, which in turn creates greater visibility into the quality and performance of
routes.  Further analysis of observed results allows an even greater ability to extract rich information about each Seller’s
paths to end-points without contributing significant network or host load.  Once a list of representative systems is 
created, the Quality System tests these for measurements of packet loss, latency, availability, and BGP stability. 
It then correlates the monitored systems and the Seller’s results for each prefix and generates individual scores. This
takes place in a continuous cycle during the day, with the resulting scores used to modify the per-Buyer optimized 
routing table.  Any BGP route withdraws and new route announcements affecting a specific prefix are measured 
immediately and a modified optimized routing table is sent to the Buyer.

Member Quality Matrix
A full route view is compared with all of the routes that are announced by participating Members.  For each prefix in 
the full route table, the system chooses the best quality prefix route from a Member to create a new, optimized BGP table
(block of IP addresses) that takes into account packet loss, latency, and jitter. The optimized view is sent back to the
Route Server to be provided to Buyers on a periodic or non-periodic basis. The choice for quality follows 
this priority: 1. Lowest score in packet loss, 2. Lowest score in latency, and 3. Lowest score in jitter.

One Connection: Built-in Diversity and Redundancy
Thexchange  offers a fully redundant architecture providing high network availability and redundancy. The unique Quality
Testing System dynamically optimizes routing on the basis of true measured performance to proactively drive stable, effi-
cient, and reliable traffic flows. 

Non-Intrusive, Non-Premise-Based 
OptimizedIP route optimization is performed through thexchange where there is a liquid supply of Sellers.  This system
provides measured performance and optimal routing without the need to invest in, install or maintain costly equipment.
Buyers obtain stabilized Internet performance generated without intrusive on-site testing or complexities.  

Rapid Financial Settlement

Arbinet’s system handles the billing, collections, commercial settlement, and credit risk management aspects of 

the transactions. All bills and payments through thexchange are netted and consolidated on one trading bill. 

Optimized Clearing 

Arbinet clears Member balances for the purchase of OptimizedIP at 30 net 20 for Buyers and 30 net 30 for Sellers.  Buyers

receive one timely payment or invoice that covers any credit or balance due from their trading activity. 

Accelerated Cash Flow

Efficient clearing through thexchange reduces the working capital required to support online trading.  Accelerated payments

eliminate the economic risk of a squeeze on working capital caused by misalignment of payables and receivables.

Credit Risk Management

Net outstanding Buyer balances on thexchange are either underwritten by GMAC or secured by deposit or LC.  Thexchange‘s

CreditWatchSM system automatically warns and then suspends a Member's ability to buy as it approaches and then reaches

this secured credit limit.
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OptimizedIP Key Benefits Summary
> Highest-performance Internet access
> No CPE expenditure, no engineering resources required to monitor performance
> One connection for automatic network diversity and redundancy
> Non-intrusive solution
> High port availability

Arbinet Corporate Background

Arbinet is the world's largest electronic marketplace for communications trading.  Arbinet has built its reputation on 
its voice on thexchange service, the liquid market, advanced routing system and market intelligence the world's
telecommunications companies use to buy, sell, and manage global voice traffic.

Arbinet developed thexchange, its proprietary technology platform, to automate and integrate the trade, route and 
settle steps of the buying and selling process to ensure smooth, low cost transactions for Members. Today, more than
300 Members, including 8 of the world’s 10 largest carriers, use voice on thexchange to reduce their cost of service,
improve route quality and expand revenues by reaching new markets without extensive network build out.

Data on thexchange
Data on thexchange is Arbinet’s marketplace for IP access.
Arbinet has built on its experience in voice and 
an extensive intellectual property portfolio to introduce 
a simpler way to buy Internet access and get higher 
performance from the Internet.  Members buy and sell
three services in the data on thexchange marketplace:

OptimizedIP
Highest-performance Internet access

> Buyer specifies requirements 
> Thexchange optimizes Buyer's traffic among participating Sellers using proprietary route 

optimization
SelectIP
Customized Internet access

> Buyers may access a specific ASN from any qualified Seller 
> Buyer places an ASN specific bid on thexchange and chooses from responding Seller offers 

PrimeIP
Standard Internet access

> Buyer places a bid on thexchange and chooses from responding Seller offers 
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Endnotes:
1 "Pervasive Gaming Goes Mainstream," Forrester Research, August 2000 Report, re-quoted in www.xboxsolution.com.

2 K. Trosian and C. Lundsgaard, "Not Just a Pipe Dream: Generating ROI," 2001, Banc of America Securities LLC.
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